Public Affairs News

New Science Advocacy Program: The ASPET Washington Fellows Program
The mission of the ASPET Washington Fellows Program is to enable developing and early career scientists interested in science policy to learn about and become more engaged in public policy issues. Fellows will develop an understanding of how public policy decisions made in Washington help shape and impact science policy, such as funding for the National Institutes of Health and other science agencies...

How Can ASPET Members Help Sustain Funding for NIH?
ASPET’s grassroots congressional education efforts are designed to help inform members to become effective public advocates for biomedical research. As a scientist, you are the most effective advocate for the biomedical science research enterprise - and the most credible too...

NEW FUNDING OPPORTUNITY: ASPET Graduate & Postdoctoral Award for Integrative Research in Pharmacology
The major goal of the ASPET Graduate & Postdoctoral Award for Integrative Research in Pharmacology (ASPET-IRP Award) is to provide support for graduate and postdoctoral trainees who are involved in active research projects that involve in vivo pharmacology or are focused on organ systems as an integral part of their research efforts. The ASPET-IRP Award will consider applications from research proposals submitted by graduate or postdoctoral students with demonstrated interest in in vivo pharmacology...

Memorial News

Win a Free ASPET T-Shirt
Visit the ASPET Career Center and register on our site by July 16, 2012 and be entered into a raffle to win a free ASPET T-shirt! Not only is the ASPET Career Center the best resource for your job search in the...
pharmacology and health science sector, we also provide you with valuable career management resources and services.

**Keep in Touch with ASPET**
Receive the latest news from all around the industry by following ASPET on [Twitter](https://twitter.com).

Network with other Pharmacologists on the ASPET group on [LinkedIn](https://www.linkedin.com).

Start discussions, view pictures, and get ASPET information on [Facebook](https://www.facebook.com).